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 What does a First Flush Water Diverter Do?

Size: 100mm

HOW DOES IT WORK?

A first flush water diverter will also assist in the removal of sediment, water borne heavy metals and chemical 
residues, all of which are undesirable elements to have in a water storage system.

As a rule of thumb for minimal contamination on the catchment surface the diversion quantity is .5 litre per M2 
of roof area, up to 2 litres per M2 for a heavily contaminated roof. The more water diverted, the better the 
quality of water in the storage tank.

The quantity of water is regulated by the length of the diverter chamber chosen, but, in all circumstances it is 
preferable to fit the longest length possible, from the roof gutter to within 150mm of the ground, to provide a 
better quality of water.

The primary purpose of the unit is to catch the first flow of water from the roof when it rains and divert it away 
from the water storage tank.

The first flush of water from the roof can contain amounts of bacteria from decomposed insects, skinks, bird 
and animal droppings and concentrated tannic acid, which are diverted with the water, away from the water 
tank.

RAIN HARVESTING SUSTAINABLE WATER

First Flush Water Diverters

manufactured by RAIN WATER HARVESTING & WASTE WATER SYSTEMS PTY LTD

In some states of Australia it is law, that first flush devices be fitted when rainwater is 
captured and stored in tanks. Health officers will confirm, that it is most important to 
keep the catchment system free of bacteria at all times to produce good quality water. It 
is important to talk to the appropriate local authorities, to ensure that whatever 
plumbing is being carried out, complies with all regulations, especially with the health 
requirements.

See Downpipe Water Diverter Diagram - Over Page 

When it rains, water slowly builds up in the roof guttering system before it exits the 
downpipe. At this time the water is saturated with all the "nasties" and as it enters the 
downpipe it flows into the diverter tube and as the water rises in the tube so does the 
ball until the ball seals off on the seat. This seals the polluted water in the diverter tube. 
The water is then automatically diverted to the tank. When the rain stops, the diverter 
chamber empties itself through the control valve at around 1 LPH. so that the diverter 
tube is empty for the next time it rains. If the roof guttering is not fitted with a mesh, or 
the outlet is not fitted with a screened rain head, the water diverter will fill with leaves 
and debris very quickly and will have to be emptied more frequently by unscrewing the 
end cap on the diverter chamber.

Downpipe Water Diverter
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Downpipe Water Diverter Diagram

1.  Diverter Chamber
2.  Infeed from the roof
3.  To the tank
4.  Diverter Chamber
5.  Sealing Ball
6.  Tee Junction
7.  Chamber Inlet
8.  Chamber Outlet
8b. Elbow
9.   Ball Seat

10.  Screw Cap
11.  Drip Outlet
12.  Drip Irrigator
13.  Irrigator Hose
14.  Socket
15.  Primary Screen
16.  Stainless Steel
        Filter Screen
17.  Pipe/Wall Bracket
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